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Abstract: The imaging quality of InISAR under squint geometry can be greatly degraded due to
the serious interferometric phase ambiguity (InPhaA) and thus result in image distortion problems.
Aiming to solve these problems, a three-dimensional InISAR (3D ISAR) imaging method based on
reference InPhas construction and coordinate transformation is presented in this paper. First, the
target’s 3D coarse location is obtained by the cross-correlation algorithm, and a relatively stronger
scatterer is taken as the reference scatterer to construct the reference interferometric phases (InPhas)
so as to remove the InPhaA and restore the real InPhas. The selected scatterer needs not to be exactly
in the center of the coarsely located target. Then, the image distortion is corrected by coordinate
transformation, and finally the 3D coordinates of the target can be accurately estimated. Both
simulation and practical experiment results validate the effectiveness of the method.

Keywords: interferometric ISAR (InISAR); squint model; interferometric phase ambiguity (InPhaA);
image distortion; reference interferometric phase; coordinate transformation

1. Introduction

Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) can perform two-dimensional imaging of
non-cooperative targets at all-time and in all-weather conditions [1–4]. However, some
problems exist in ISAR preventing its further application. First, the ISAR image usually
exhibits the Doppler frequency distribution of the target in the cross-range direction rather
than the cross-range scale of target. Typically, it is very difficult to get prior motion
information including rotation data about a non-cooperative target, and thus its cross-
range scale cannot be easily obtained [5,6]. Second, ISAR imaging is a projective mapping
of the target on the range-Doppler plane that is called the image plane. When the target has
complex motions, the image plane is usually uncertain, and the real structure and size of the
imaged target cannot be easily recognized and calculated [6]. These problems can be solved
by interferometric inverse synthetic aperture radar (InISAR) because three-dimensional
imaging of the target can be directly obtained without concerning the imaging plane as
well as the cross-range scaling [6–13].

InISAR realizes 3D imaging by using several antennas arranged in a specific way to
form two orthogonal baselines to obtain the interferometric phases (InPhas) which are
used to retrieve the 3D structure of the imaged target [14–19]. Accurate estimation of InPha
is the key issue for InISAR. However, the directly measured InPhas usually suffer from
an ambiguity problem because any InPha larger than 2π will be wrapped into (0, 2π) or
(−π, π). In InISAR, the interferometric phase ambiguity (InPhaA) can be divided into two
categories according to the causes. One is caused by phase wrapping resulting from a large
target size, long distance of target, and long baseline as well as short radar wavelength [20].
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The another is caused by the squint effect induced when the target is largely deviated from
the normal directions of the baselines [21], and this InPhaA is similar to that induced by
the flat-earth effect in InSAR. The squint effect introduces an additional InPha, i.e., the
squint phase, which results in InPhaA, and thus affects the subsequent phase unwrapping
and 3D target reconstruction. Therefore, if the imaging system is under the squint model,
the squint effect must be removed before phase unwrapping and 3D target reconstruction.
In this paper, we focus on solving the InPhaA problem caused by the squint effect.

In a general InISAR system, it is assumed that the target is located near the antenna
axis, i.e., the normal model can be adopted. But in practical applications, the target is
usually far away from the antenna axis, i.e., the squint model should be adopted [21–24].
For convenience, we denote the perpendicular bisector of the baseline as the antenna
axis [25]. Although any single antenna can be rotated mechanically, it is difficult to rotate
the baselines to make the target lie in the antenna axis as defined above because it means
that we should move the antennas simultaneously [22]. In [23], the path integration method
was applied to unwrapping the ambiguous InPhas. However, the obtained ISAR image of
target usually exhibits as discrete scattering centers, that is to say, the distribution of the
InPhas is not continuous, so the path integration method is not completely applicable to
InISAR. In [22], an isolated scatterer on the ISAR image is used as a reference scatterer to
remove the InPhaA of other scatterers, but the phase error of this reference on different
ISAR images will affect the interferometric phase compensation. At the same time, a
lot of approximations are used in the 3D coordinates estimation of the target, which
undoubtedly reduces the accuracy of the coordinates estimation. In [24], an imaging
method was proposed based on the known target center or accurate 3D location of the
target. The nonlinear equations used to estimate the scatterer coordinates with this method
are very complicated and must be solved for every scatterer through an iterative approach;
therefore, the computation load is very large. In [25], the method for the InPhaA removal
is the same as that in [24], but the iterative method in coordinates estimation has been
improved to promote the computational efficiency. In [26], in order to remove the InPhaA,
the InPha of each scatterer from the ISAR image pair is extracted to estimate the fuzzy
factor. However, this method may not work when multiple scatterers are contained in each
range-Doppler cell.

This paper presents a 3D squint model InISAR imaging method based on a L-shape
cost-effective three-antenna configuration. The method includes two key operations, i.e.,
the reference InPhas construction and the coordinate transformation. Compared with [25],
there are two essential advantages: (1) the reference InPhas are constructed by roughly
determining a reference scatterer to remove the InPhA instead of dechirping the echoes
of different channels separately by taking the echoes of the target center as the reference
echoes. Therefore, our method does not need to accurately know the coordinates of
the ISAR images’ centers, but this is not true for the method in [25]; (2) 3D coordinates
of scatterers are directly estimated without iteration, so the proposed method has less
computation effort compared with that by iteration.

We should point out that the motion error compensation (MEC) is very important for
better ISAR imaging. However, for the squint InISAR, we do not need to treat the MEC as a
special problem different from that for ISAR because for each single antenna of an InISAR
system, the target should be tracked and maintained around the boresight to guarantee
enough signal to noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, the MEC is not especially concerned in
this work.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. The basic principle of 3D InISAR
imaging under the normal model and the influence of the squint effect are briefly described
in Section 2. The new InISAR imaging method is detailed in Section 3. Simulation and
experiment results are respectively presented in Sections 4 and 5, and finally Section 6
concludes the paper.
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2. Principle of 3D InISAR Imaging
2.1. Normal Model

InISAR realizes 3D imaging of long-distance moving targets by exploring the InPhas
generated from three or more ISAR images obtained by multiple antennas forming orthog-
onal baselines, which can achieve the cross-range scaling of the target without estimation
of the rotation velocity. For convenience, we use the simplest and cost-effective 3D InISAR
system, i.e., an L-shaped three-antenna InISAR configuration [14], to study the squint effect.
Figure 1 shows the InISAR geometry composed of three antennas located at A, B, and
C, respectively, where α, θ, and β denote the angles between the line-of-sight (LOS) and
the three axes X, Y, and Z, respectively. We used antenna A for both transmitting and
receiving, while B and C were only used for receiving. In this model, the InISAR coordinate
system is denoted by (X, Y, Z) with A taken as the origin, while the target coordinate
system is denoted by (x, y, z) with O taken as the origin. Let us assume O(X0, Y0, Z0) is
the initial location of the target center, and P(xp, yp, zp) is one of the scattering centers of
the target. The initial distances between antennas A, B, C, and P are denoted as RAP0, RBP0,
RCP0, respectively.
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Figure 1. InISAR imaging under squint model. 
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The radar transmits LFM pulses, which can be expressed as,

s(t) = exp
[
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2
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(
t
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, (1)

where t and tm are the fast and slow times, f 0 is the carrier frequency, γ is the frequency-
modulation rate, and TP is the time width of the transmitted pulse. Then, the echo from a
single scatterer P can be expressed as,

sKr(t, tm) = ρK exp
[

j2π

(
f0(t− τK(tm)) +

1
2

γ(t− τK(tm))
2
)]
·rect

(
t− τK(tm)

TP

)
, (2)

where K represents different antennas, K∈{A, B, C}, ρK represents the scattering intensity of
scatterer P received by antenna K, and τK(tm) is the echo delay relative to antenna K which
can be expressed as,

τK(tm) =
RKP(tm) + RAP(tm)

c
, (3)

where RKP(tm) represents the instantaneous distance from P to the radar K. During the
short imaging time, the RKP(tm) can be treated as linearly varied, that is, RKP(tm) = RKP0 +
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VKPtm. After the pulse compression, motion compensation, and ISAR imaging processing,
the ISAR image of each antenna can be expressed as,

SK(t, fm) = ρKPTpTmsinc
[
γTp

(
t− RAP0+RKP0

c

)]
sinc

[
Tm

(
fm + VAP+VKP

λ

)]
exp

[
−j 2π

λ (RAP0 + RKP0)
]
,

(4)

where Tm denotes the imaging time, fm denotes the Doppler frequency, and λ denotes the
wavelength of the carrier frequency of the transmitted signal. We should stress that if the
aspect angle range (AAR) of observation is small, i.e., less than 1–2 degrees, Equation (4)
can be obtained easily by azimuthal FFT after range compression. If the AAR is larger
than several degrees and in a high-range resolution situation, then the 2D interpolation is
required, i.e., Equation (4) can be obtained after complex interpolation processing, which is
out of the scope of this paper.

After image registration, the InPhas can be obtained as,

ϕAB = angle[SB(t, fm)S∗A(t, fm)] =
2π

λ
[RAP0 − RBP0] =

2π

λ
∆RAB, (5)

ϕAC = angle(SC(t, fm)S∗A(t, fm)) =
2π

λ
(RAP0 − RCP0) =

2π

λ
∆RAC, (6)

where ∆RAB and ∆RAC represent the wave path differences between antennas A and B and
between A and C, respectively. According to the imaging geometry of Figure 1, ∆RAB and
∆RAC can be estimated by,

∆RAB =
R2

AP0−R2
BP0

RAP0+RBP0
= 2LXP−L2

RAP0+RBP0

∆RAC
R2

AP0−R2
CP0

RAP0+RCP0
= 2LZP−L2

RAP0+RCP0

(7)

Hence, Equations (5) and (6) can be respectively expressed as,

ϕAB =
2π

λ

(
2LXP − L2

RAP0 + RBP0

)
(8)

ϕAC =
2π

λ

(
2LZP − L2

RAP0 + RCP0

)
(9)

It is apparent that the real InPha of a scatterer between two antennas is proportional
to the scatterer coordinate (i.e., XP ZP) along the baselines. However, the real InPha may
be wrapped due to the measured InPha being unable to exceed (−π, π) and thus it suffers
from InPhA. In other words, only when XP, ZP are small enough to meet the following
conditions, can InPhaA can be avoided. −π < 2π

λ

(
2LXP−L2

RAP0+RBP0

)
< π

−π < 2π
λ

(
2LZP−L2

RAP0+RCP0

)
< π

(10)

where XP and ZP are all determined by two parts, i.e., XP = XO + xp and ZP = ZO + zp,
where XO and ZO respectively represent the X and Y coordinates of the origin of the target
coordinate system in the coordinate system of InISAR, as introduced above, and xp and zp
depend on the target size. As previously mentioned, the InPhaA caused by XO is called the
squint effect which is focused on in this research. For the convenience of derivation, we
temporarily ignore the InPhaA caused by xp, that is, we assume there is no InPhaA when
XO = 0.
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Under the normal model, XO is so small that XP is within the constraints of Equation (10) so
XP can be directly estimated by

XP ≈
λϕABRAO

2πL
+

L
2

. (11)

ZP ≈
λϕACRAO

2πL
+

L
2

. (12)

Meanwhile, YP can be approximated by the LOS range RAP.
In the same fashion, the 3D coordinates of the all scatterers can be estimated one by

one, and thus the 3D imaging of the target is realized.

2.2. Squint Model

The antenna pair of A and B are taken as an example to explain the influence of the
squint effect. The InPha ϕAB in Equation (8) can be rewritten as,

ϕAB ≈
2π

λ

LXO
RAO
}

+
2π

λ

Lxp

RAO
− 2π

λ

L2

2RAO
. (13)

The InPha ϕAB is not only a function of xp, but also a function of XO as well, even
if xp = 0, ϕAB will also change along with the variation of XO. Figure 2 demonstrates the
influence of the squint effect on the InPha with YO = 10 km, ZO = 0, λ = 0.03 m, and L = 3 m
assumed, where Figure 2a shows the real InPhas variation as XO changes from 5 km to
10 km, while Figure 2b shows the measured InPhas variation, which is wrapped. As a
result, the measured InPhas will not satisfy Equation (10), which results in difficulties for
subsequent InPha unwrapping and 3D target reconstruction.
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In addition, as can be seen from Figure 1, the slant-range coordinate RAP of the ISAR
image is not consistent with the Y-coordinate of the actual target under the squint model.
If it is directly used for 3D reconstruction, distortion will be introduced, however, it can be
corrected through coordinate transformation as addressed later in Section 3.2.

Therefore, in order to achieve high quality 3D InISAR imaging, we should eliminate
the InPhaA and correct the image distortion caused by the squint effect.

3. InISAR Imaging Based on Reference InPhas Construction

As can be seen from Equation (13), the “ 1©” term can be directly eliminated or at least
greatly reduced to within the unambiguity range if the target center or a scatterer on the
target is known. This is similar to the removal operation of the flat-earth effect in InSAR
signal processing, where a horizontal plane of certain height is selected as the reference
plane under the observation geometry. Then, the reference InPhas are constructed and used
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to remove the InPhaA. Compared with the removal of the flat-earth effect in InSAR, there
are two key difficulties in the removal of the squint effect in InISAR. The first issue is how to
select the reference scatterer due to the target being non-cooperative, and the second is how
to correct the image distortion. The proposed method is motivated by solving these two
difficulties and mainly includes the following three steps: reference InPhas construction;
InPhas restoration; and 3D coordinate estimation, as shall be detailed in the following.

3.1. Reference InPhas Construction

According to Equation (7), the coordinates of an arbitrarily selected scattering point Q
on the target can be coarsely estimated by Equation (14) with L << RAQ assumed,

XQ ≈ ∆RABRAQ/L
ZQ ≈ ∆RACRAQ/L

YQ =
√

RAQ
2 − XQ

2 − ZQ
2

(14)

where RAQ can be directly obtained by measuring the echo delay, ∆RAB and ∆RAC represent
the wave path differences between antennas A and B and between A and C, respectively,
which can be obtained by calculating the cross-correlation function (CCF) between two
ISAR images of different channels as follows,{

cc fAB = IFFT
[
FFT(imgA)× FFT(imgB)

∗]
cc fAC = IFFT

[
FFT(imgA)× FFT(imgC)

∗] (15)

Then, the locations of the peak value of the CCFs can be obtained by,{
(Pm_AB, Pn_AB) = f ind[cc fAB = max(cc fAB)]
(Pm_AC, Pn_AC ) = f ind[cc fAB = max(cc fAC)]

(16)

Finally, the range bin shifts between different ISAR images can be calculated by, ∆RAB =
[

Pn_AB − N
2 − 1

]
·∆r

∆RAC =
[

Pn_AC − N
2 − 1

]
·∆r

(17)

where N is the sampling number, ∆r is the range resolution. The results obtained by
Equation (17) are also used for following image registration.

The coarse location of Q(XQ, YQ, ZQ) can be calculated by substituting RAQ, ∆RAB,
and ∆RAC into Equation (14), and then Q (XQ, YQ, ZQ) is taken as the reference scatterer
used to construct the reference InPhas by,{

ϕAB_re f =
2π
λ

(
RAQ − RBQ

)
ϕAC_re f =

2π
λ

(
RAQ − RCQ

) (18)

where RAQ, RBQ, and RCQ are the radial distances from the reference scatterer Q to the
antennas A, B, and C, respectively.

It should be noted that although the proposed method does not require particularly
high accuracy regarding the target location, it still has certain requirements on the location
errors. We denote ∆X, ∆Y, and ∆Z as the coordinate differences between the reference
scatterer and the target center in the X, Y, Z directions, respectively. In order to ensure the
InPhaA caused by the squint effect can be removed, the additional InPha introduced by
∆X, ∆Y, and ∆Z cannot exceed (−π, π), so ∆X and ∆Z must meet the following limits,{

− λRAQ
2L < ∆X <

λRAQ
2L

− λRAQ
2L < ∆Z <

λRAQ
2L

(19)
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3.2. InPhas Restoration

Based on the constructed reference InPhas, the InPhaA can be removed by,

ϕAB_ f ocus = angle
[
SBSAe−jϕAB_re f

]
=

2π

λ

[
RAP − RBP −

(
RAQ − RBQ

)]
(20)

ϕAC_ f ocus = angle
[
SCSAe−jϕAC_re f

]
=

2π

λ

[
RAP − RCP −

(
RAQ − RCQ

)]
(21)

where,  RAQ − RBQ =
2XQ L−L2

RAQ+RBQ

RAP − RBP = 2XP L−L2

RAP+RBP

(22)

Since RAP − RBP − (RAQ − RBQ) and RAP − RCP − (RAQ − RCQ) can be very small,
ϕAB_focus and ϕAC_focus will not exceed (−π, π), i.e., the InPhA is eliminated. Then, in order
to make the InPha correctly reflect the echo difference between two antennas, we must
restore the real InPhas by, {

ϕAB_real = ϕAB_ f ocus + ϕAB_re f

ϕAC_real = ϕAC_ f ocus + ϕAC_re f
(23)

3.3. 3D Coordinates Estimation

Based on the recovered real InPhas, the x-coordinates and z-coordinates of scatterers
in the target coordinate system with Q as the origin can be estimated by,{

xP =
ϕAB_real λ(RAP+RBP)

4πL2 + L
2 − XQ

zP =
ϕAC_real λ[RAP+RCP ]

4πL2 + L
2 − ZQ

c (24)

The above Equation (24) is derived from Equations (8) and (9), where XP = XO + xp
and ZP = ZO + zp, here XO and ZO are replaced by XQ and ZQ.

It should be noted that the real InPhas (i.e., ϕAB_real and ϕAC_freal) can be very large in
the far-field case, so RAP, RBP, and RCP in Equation (24) can no longer be approximated by
RAO as the imaging method under the normal model does. Therefore, in order to guarantee
the estimation accuracy, the LOS ranges of all scatterers are directly obtained by the echo
delays of different receiving antennas.

Another problem is that the y-coordinates of scatterers cannot be approximated by the
LOS ranges any longer although the approximation is applicable in the normal model case,
so the coordinate transformation is required for y-coordinate estimation. In Figure 3, the
LOS coordinate system is denoted by (u, r, w), while the target coordinate system with the
reference scatterer Q as the origin is denoted by (x, y, z). These two coordinates have the
following rotational transformation relation: u

r
w

 = M

 x
y
z

, (25)

where M is the rotation matrix as follows,

M=

 sin θ cos φ − cos θ sin θ sin φ
cos θ cos φ sin θ cos θ sin φ
− sin φ 0 cos φ

 (26)


φ = arctan ZQ

XQ

θ = arctan YQ√
X2

Q+Z2
Q

(27)
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Figure 3. Rotation of coordinate systems.

Therefore, yp can be obtained from (28)

yP =
rP − cos θ cos φxP − cos θ sin φzP

sin θ
, (28)

where rP = RAP − RAQ. It should be noted that the Q does not need to be in the exact target
center, because even if it is situated away from the target center by some distance (which
depends on the accuracy of 3D locating of the target according to (14)), introducing some
error on the y-coordinate estimation by coordinate transformation, the error is acceptable
in consideration of the far-field condition.

Figure 4 shows the complete flowchart of the proposed InISAR imaging method.
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4. Simulation Results

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, 3D InISAR imaging of
a far-field target under squint geometry is simulated. The target is composed of point
scatterers as shown in Figure 5 [3], where the color denotes the scattering intensity. Table 1
lists the major parameters for the simulated imaging system, obviously the target is far
away from the antenna axis. The range resolution and cross-range resolution are calculated
as 0.3 m and 0.5 m, respectively, according to the system parameters. And the real InPhas
ϕAB and ϕAC calculated by substituting XP = YP = ZP = 10 km into Equations (8) and (9) are
both about 120.91 radians, i.e., the InPhaA caused by the squint effect will appear inevitably.
Moreover, the unambiguity ranges of xp and zp calculated by Equation (24) are ∈ (−260,
260) m, while the maximum dimension of the target is smaller than 50 m, so Equation (10)
is satisfied, i.e., there is no InPhaA that can be caused by xp and zp. Therefore, we need to
remove the influence of InPhaA caused by the squint effect.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters of the InISAR system.

Parameters Value

Carrier frequency 10 GHz
Bandwidth 500 MHz
PRF 500 Hz
Location of antenna A (0,0,0)
Location of antenna B (1,0,0) m
Location of antenna C (0,0,1) m
Target velocity 50 m/s
Roll/pitch/yaw 0/0/0.03 rad/s
SNR 10 dB
Target location (10,10,10) km
θ 45 deg
ϕ 45 deg
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4.1. Reference InPhas Construction

First, we need to obtain the target’s coarse 3D location. Based on the cross-correlation
algorithm introduced in Section 3.1, the coarse location of the target is estimated by
Equations (14)–(17) and the result is about (9.980, 9.939, 9.980) km, i.e., the relative location
errors pertaining to the target center in X, Y, and Z coordinates are about 0.2%, 0.61%,
and 0.2%, respectively. This coarse location is then taken as the reference scatterer Q to
construct the reference InPhas by Equation (18). Although the location error looks large, it
is actually within the constraints of Equation (19), i.e., the errors are within the acceptable
range for the proposed imaging method. For better comparison, we display the ISAR
image of antenna A obtained by the proposed method in Figure 6a, while presenting the
ISAR images obtained by using the method of [25] in Figure 6b,c, respectively, by taking
the Q and the target center as the reference scatterers. Compared with Figure 6a,b, it is
not well focused visually, which is a result of the compensation error of the residual video
phase induced by the dechirp processing when the distance between the reference scatterer
and the target center exceeds a certain extent under the squint model. In order to quantify
the focusing quality of images, we calculated the entropies and contrasts of Figure 6a–c
and list them in Table 2. As can be seen, the image obtained by the proposed method
has the smallest entropy while the largest contrast, i.e., it is best focused. However, the
image obtained via the method in [25] by taking Q as the reference scatterer has the largest
entropy while the smallest contrast, i.e., it is relatively not well focused, which will affect
the subsequent extraction of scatterers, and definitely affect the estimation accuracy of the
3D coordinates of the scatterers.
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Table 2. Comparison of image entropy and contrast.

Image Entropy Image Contrast

Figure 6a 3.95 7.48
Figure 6b 4.08 6.01
Figure 6c 4.05 6.39

4.2. InPhas Restoration

Before interferometric processing, image registrations are performed according to
the results of Equation (17) and the scattering centers are extracted by the CLEAN algo-
rithm [27]. Because the measured InPhas ϕAB_dir cannot exceed (−π, π), the real InPhas
ϕAB_real should be the sum of ϕAB_dir and 2 kπ, where k is an integer to be decided. Figure 7a
shows the measured InPhas directly obtained by the traditional InISAR imaging method, as
it is shown, the ϕAB and ϕAB vary from 1.3 to 1.7 radians. They are ambiguous with 2 kπ ra-
dians absent according to the geometry. We used the constructed reference InPhas by Equa-
tions (20) and (21) to remove the InPhaA, and plot the real InPhas obtained by Equation (23)
in Figure 7b. As can be clearly seen from Figure 7a,b, the InPhaA caused by the squint
effect is eliminated, and the real InPhas of the all scatterers was successfully reconstructed.
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4.3. 3D Coordinates Estimation

Finally, the restored real InPhas are used to estimate the coordinates along the baselines
(i.e., x-coordinates and z-coordinates) for all scatterers by Equation (24), and then the y-
coordinates are estimated by Equation (28). Figures 8 and 9 present the 3D imaging results
obtained by the traditional method and by the proposed method, respectively, where
‘*’ represents the reconstructed target and ‘o’ represents the model. As can be seen by
comparing them, the reconstructed target by our method matches the target model very
well, but that by the traditional method does not.
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In the following, to better demonstrate the advantage of our method through quan-
titative comparison, two simulations are conducted by using the method in [25]: one
is performed by taking the Q scatterer at position (9.980, 9.939, 9.980) km (obtained in
Section 4.1) as the reference scatterer, and the another one is performed by taking the
scatterer at position (9.995 9.995, 9.995) km as the reference scatterer, which is much closer
to the target center with a relative error of 0.05% in X, Y, and Z coordinates. Figure 10
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presents the first simulation results, which shows that the reconstructed 3D target is re-
markably different from the target model; it cannot be used to effectively evaluate the
reconstruction accuracy at all. The reason is due to the defocused ISAR images as shown in
Figure 6b, which cannot be used to accurately extract the scatterers. Figure 11 presents the
second simulation results. Although the reconstruction results are much better than that of
Figure 10, they are still not as good as ours: the root mean square errors (RMSEs) of x, y, and
z coordinates are all larger than ours as shown in Table 3. Nonetheless, the method in [25] is
about 26 times slower than ours; both of them run in a computer with the Intel Core i5-8500
CPU of 3GB cache and 8GB memory. The high computational efficiency of our method is
attributed to the direct estimation of 3D coordinates of scatterers without iteration.
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Table 3. Comparison of RMSEs and runtimes of our method and the method in [25].

Method RMSE of x RMSE of y RMSE of z Runtime

Our method 0.2063 0.3389 0.1914 0.01 s
Ref. [25] 0.2125 0.3734 0.2195 0.26 s

Here, we only compare our method with that of [25] because it is basically the
same as that in [24] and only improves the iterative method and thus achieves higher
computational efficiency.

4.4. Robustness of the Proposed Method

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method under noisy situations, simu-
lations under different SNRs are conducted with the RMSEs of x, y, and z coordinates of
all scatterers presented in Figure 12, from which one can see that the proposed method
performs very well even if the SNR is as low as 0dB. As one can notice that the accuracy
of the y coordinate reconstruction is always poorer than that of the x and z coordinates in
all SNR cases, which can be attributed to the cascading of errors since the estimation of y
coordinate depends on the estimation of x and z coordinates as shown by Equation (28)
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5. Experiment Results

To validate the proposed method rigorously, we carried out a practical experiment
using a radar demo system with an AWR1243 produced by Texas Instruments as shown in
Figure 13a, to image a rotating unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) shown in Figure 13b. The
radar includes three transmitting antennas (TX1, TX2, TX3) and four receiving antennas (RX1,
RX2, RX3, RX4). Figure 14a presents the simplified observation geometry for describing
the experiment clearly. The antennas appear to not be positioned in the L-shape or cross-
shape that the traditional 3D InISAR imaging methods usually rely on, however they
can be configured to an L-type as follows. First, a 3D coordinate system is established
by taking the transmitting antenna TX1 as the origin, so the coordinates of TX2, RX4, RX1,
and RX2 can be obtained as (−λ, 0, λ/2), (d, 0, 0), (d + 3λ/2, 0, 0) and (d + λ, 0, 0),
respectively. This configuration guarantees that a moderate bistatic acquisition geometry
can be obtained, which can then be approximated by an equivalent monostatic acquisition
geometry with virtual self-transmitting and self-receiving antennas positioned in the
middle of the original transmitting antennas and receiving antennas [28]. Therefore, the
echo from TX1 transmitting and RX4 receiving (1T4R) can be equivalent to the echo from a
virtual self-transmitting and self-receiving antenna at A(d/2, 0, 0). Similarly, the echoes
from 1T1R and 2T2R can be equivalent to the echoes from self-transmitting and self-
receiving antennas at B(d/2 + 3λ/4, 0, 0) and C(d/2, 0, λ/4), respectively. Obviously, the
three virtual antennas A, B, and C form an L-type InISAR system as shown in Figure 14b,
which is then used to verify the proposed method. Table 4 lists some typical parameters
of the experiment system. The length and height of the UAV are about 0.6 m and 0.2 m,
respectively, and the target center is approximately positioned at (0.5, 1.1, 0.1) m as shown
in Figure 13b. Suppose P is an arbitrarily selected scattering center from the UAV, then XP
∈ (0.2, 0.8) and ZP ∈ (0, 0.2). Then, the range of InPhas can be roughly estimated according
to Equations (4) and (5), i.e., ϕAB_real ∈ (π/2, 2π), and ϕAC_real ∈ (0, π/2), and it is apparent
that the InPhas of the all scattering centers from the Z-direction interferometry are within
(−π, π), while the InPhas of some scattering centers from the X-direction interferometry
exceed (−π, π), which is caused by the squint effect as mentioned in Section 2, that is to say,
the InPhaA occurs, which must be removed before imaging processing. The above analysis
is validated by the results shown in Figure 15.
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Table 4. Parameters of the experiment system.

Parameters Value

Carrier frequency 77 GHz
Chirp rate 39.976 MHz
Pulse width 100 µs
PRF 200 Hz
Rotational velocity 0.2618 rad/s
Imaging time 0.6 s

After imaging processing and image registration, the InPha images of measured InPhas
from both the X-direction and the Z-direction interferometries are obtained and shown in
Figure 15a,b, respectively. As shown in Figure 15a, there are obvious discontinuities in the
InPha distribution, which is due to the InPhaA caused by the squint effect. Different from
the InPha curves in Figure 7a, the InPhaA in the experiment appears as an abrupt change
of colors between scatterers because the InPha is denoted by color.

In order to eliminate the InPhaA and restore the real InPha, we need to know the
target’s coarse 3D location. We estimated the wave path difference along the X direction
by performing the cross-correlation processing on the ISAR images of 1T4R and 1T1R,
while we estimated the wave path difference along the Z direction by performing the
cross-correlation processing on the ISAR images of 2T2R and 1T1R. We interpolated the
ISAR images by 32 times to guarantee the estimation accuracy. Then, the coarse location
of the target is estimated according to Equation (14) and the result is (0.5692, 1.212, 0)
km, which is then taken as the coordinates of the reference scatterer Q to construct the
reference InPhas. Then, the real InPhas are calculated by Equations (16)–(19) and the
obtained unambiguous InPha images are shown in Figure 16. As can be seen by comparing
Figure 16a with Figure 15a, the discontinuities of InPhas disappear, meaning that the
InPhaA is eliminated. By comparing Figure 16b with Figure 15b, it is apparent that the
InPhas are the same before and after InPhaA removal. This is because there is no InPhaA in
the Z-direction. Figures 17 and 18 show the 3D imaging results before and after the InPhaA
removal, respectively. Although the images of Figure 18 demonstrate the approximate
outlines of the target, they are still slightly distorted particularly in the x-y plane. Figure 19
presents the final imaging results after the distortion was corrected through coordinate
transformation, which shows that the x-y plane result is closer to the real shape.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a squint model InISAR imaging method based on reference
InPhas construction and coordinate transformation. In this approach, a reference scatterer
within a coarsely reconstructed 3D target by the cross-correlation method is first selected,
which is used to construct the reference InPhas for removing the phase ambiguities. Then,
the InPhaA caused by the squint effect is removed and the real InPhas are restored. Finally,
the image distortion is successfully corrected by coordinate transformation. Both simulation
and experiment results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method very well.
It is shown that the reconstruction accuracy of the 3D position of the target improves as the
SNR increases and the simulations show a less than 0.3 m error for X and Z coordinates
and a less than 0.6 m error for Y coordinate can be achieved under our simulation geometry
with a SNR of 5 dB. The InPha-related accuracy issue of 3D target reconstruction under
different observation geometries deserves to be investigated in the future.
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